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SEATTLE COLLEGE
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1939

VOL. VIII.— No. 4

Drama GuildGives CricketOn Hearth
AsIts First Prouction This Season

Seattle, Washington

Z— Boo

Retreat Dates Barn Dance Plans
Press Conference Annual
Set For December Undergo Changes,
Is Success Say
Says Committee
College's Enthusiasm
S. C. Delegates
Given As Reason

Thanks, Students!

The Mendel Club wishes to
thank the'student body for its
generous attendance at its
MIXER last Friday night. The
many congratulations we have
received to date are in a large
part due to your participation
in the affair
We also wish to thank the rep- I The Catholic Scholastic Journalresentatives, though unofficial, j ism Conference which was held at
of the Knights of the Wigwam I the Mary Cliff High in Spokane,
who were present and whose ex- !Wash, over the week-end was a
cellent cooperation and activity ;decided success according to the
were especially manifested at ,Seattle College delegates who atj tended. Representatives of the
intermission time
j various Catholic colleges and high
THE MENDEL CLUB.
I schools in Washington, Idaho,
Montana and Oregon were pres-

The Annual Retreat will be on
the 5, 6, 7 of December. Because
education is the development of all
of the faculties, the spiritual as
Sodality
well as the mental; these three
Play Given Berridge,
days will be set aside for the students to meditate and pray about
McHugh, Woods
For Change
their activities of the past year.
For the men students of theI The committee in charge of the
A Cricket on the Hearth, a Tonight, Friday, October 20,
the
College, the Retreat will be at Frosh-Soph
drama from the pen of the be- Sodality issues
Barn Dance wishes to
an invitation to all
Saint Joseph's Church, located at[
loved Charles Dickens, will be pre- collegians
change in plans. In
being
to
attend
a
mixer
announce
a
j
the
intersection of 18th North and
sented on the evenings of Novemheld at the Knights of Columbus
Aloha.
last
week's
edition of The SpecCorkery,
RevFather
29
at
S.
30,
J.,
ber
and
Providence Hosballroom. The price for admispresident of the College, will be in tator it stated that the dance would
pital Auditorium
sion will be ten cents a person.
charge.
be held at Parker's Bothell Hi-way
Intense application on the part Music this evening will be furThe
nurses
at
both
the
Columbus
i
Pavilion with Al Whitecamp furof the actors is required for this nished by the Wurlitzer. Purpose
Hospital and the Providence Hos- nishing
the music. This has been
is a typical Victorian set-up t>f Iof the dance is to help defray the New Books In Library ent.
The conference was opened by pital will also observe the re-' changed to Dick Parker's Pavilion
characters; an adorable infant, and traveling expenses of Father Says Mr. Srarbuck, S.J.'
j the most Reverend C. D. White, treat. Father Beezer, S. J., will at 170th and Aurora. The music
a lost son returning home and solv- George A. McDonald, S. J., who is
IBishop of Spokane, who stressed be in charge at the Columbus Hosing the diffictulties of his father now touring this section of the
It has been announced by Mr.■|the importance of character in the pital with all Junior and Senior will be supplied by "Cec" Smith and
with money earned in the golden country.
Starbuck, S. J, Seattle College'journalistic
popular orchestra.
field. He asked for an women students attending. Father his
South Americas
Fr- McDonald, representing the Librarian, that a considerable num-' unrelenting war on salacious liter- Peronteau, S. J., will be in charge The reason for the switch is due
Included in the cast are Joan Queen's Work, St. Louis, Missouri, ber of interesting books, period- ature, and told the delegates to at the Providence Hospital
to the enthusiasm shown by the
with
McHugh, as lovable "Dot," wife of is lecturing here next Tuesday at icals, newspapers, and some referFreshman
and Sophomore women student body towards the dance.
omit
sensationalism
as
much
as
John Perrybingle, the Carrier, the K. of C. hall from 12 noon to ence volumes have been added to possible
students attending that branch of, The committee felt it was necesin news writing.
played by Bill Berridgek
sary to have a bigger hall and a
Don 1 p. m. The Seattle College So- the library this quarterthe retreat.
larger orchestra.
Woods is the toymaker Caleb dality is sponsoring the talk, the Among the new additions and Dean J. L. O'Sullivan of MarIt
is
compulsory
thatall
students,
quette
University
spoke
,
who
on
Plummer, with Lois Eisen as his subject of which is "Cooperatives." probably the most outstanding of
whether Catholic or non-Catholic, The main feature of the dance
blind daughter. Marche Mockley All are urged to be present for his these are the first four volumes of; "Freedom of the Press," told the attend the services
Suggestions
on the first will be the costumes.
assembly that the press is absolutelays the part of Mrs. Fielding, lecture.
two days. However, it is hoped for costumes have been: farmer
the Dictionary of American Biog-| ly necessary, and should be
free
esirous of marrying her daughA noted speaker, Fr. McDonald raphy. The entire set of this paroutfits, hillbilly outfits, cords and
from all influences which subjudi- that all will want to attend on the ginghams, overalls and loud shirts,
'.r, May, played by Rita Schotte, has spent many years in the study ticular group
some1 cate
third
day
consists
of
because of the spiritual
the press. "The Catholic press
> Tackleton, Bob Irvine- Most of of his topics and is a nationally twenty-five
Lord Fauntleroy suits, peasant
volumes in all, which| is the freest of all," he told them- value to each student.
dress, and Daniel Boone outfits.
le action in the play play hinges known authority on the subject'
will also be added in time. These He said further
that the Spanish
round the Stranger, played by
Any old clothes you come in will
valuable reference books include' war
was a good exampleof themis- Drama
To Present do fine. The entertainment comhornas McGuire.
information and facts concerning use of the press.
who, with the patrons and
noteworthy persons of all periods
1-Act
Drama" mittee
patronesses, will judge the coswho at one time or another lived Sister Teresa of Holy Names
in the territory that is now knowni College, Spokane, in a round table Featuring another production of tumes, suggest you be as original
as the United States. It also in- discussion, stressed the fact that a one-act play the second meeting as possible in designing your costume, as originality will count
cludes some interesting material the student paper is a force for of the Drama Guild will be
on British officers who served in good in the school. She explained next Monday, 8 o'clock at held heavily in awarding the prizes- The
Prov- costumes will be judged by couplesAmerica after the colonies had de- how to obtain the sudent's inter- idence Auditorium.
est. "Columning should be vital
haven't yet obtained
Next Wednesday, October 25, clared their independence. As comStudents who attended the last a Those whorequested
date are
to see Bill
Will be held the examinations to pared with other principal diction- and of interest to the whole stu- meeting will attest to the
By
risibilbody," she said. "The Press
determine the Sophomore repre- aries, the Dictionary of American dent
ities offered by these productions. Pettinger or Helen McLendon, who
are able to arrange a date for
BETTIEKUMHERA
sentative to the Judicial Board, Biography does not cover as wide wields a tremendous influence on They are true one -act
meller- you- So if you are new and don't
society," sha said
the
home
and
of
do
other
volscope
Court
Seattle
Cola
as
various
Supreme
the
dramers. Business at hand will be
know many people go see this comlege, a position vacated by Frank umes of this nature, but does con- further, "and it can be made an ef- discussed and following
the meet- mittee.
There is an earnest effort going Hayes, last year's senior repre- tain articles of more distinction fective organ for Catholic action." ing a period
of dancing will take
Hilary Barth, noted author, spoke place.
about to do away with the
and much more bibliography.
Tom Ryan of the Sophomore
sentative
— moaning,
on
"Catholic
Writers'
dejected theme song
"Won't Examinations covering the Conof
Tomorclass, and Dick Walsh of the FreshIn addition to these volumes a |
dance, can't make me!"
man class, who are in charge of
stitution of the A.S.S.C. are open number of new journals are now row."
If you can't "trip the light fan- to any Sophomore who holds no available in the Library. Among "A truly liberal education is
transportation, ask that all those
tastic" like you have always other student body office, The Uu'se .are Ijsted the "Congres- (necessary for the future leaders,"
who want rides to the dance please
dreamed of doinsr, by all means person who places highest in the sional Digest," a monthly publica- ne said '"Writing itself is second;
sign up. They also ask that those
join —the Seattle College dancing competitive examination, if ap- tion presenting pros and cons of first conies the understanding of
with cars who can take some couple
class gratis —
free! Abso- proved by the Advisory Board, government problems; "Current man. People are looking for those I Our nomination
please turn their name
for the man of to the dance
lutely nothing except your co- will hold the position for three History,"
another monthly maga- to lead them who are willing to do the week goes to Joe Le Grande, in so that the committee can figyears.
zine; "Fortune," and the "Eco- so. Religion is the formation of brilliant pre-medical student. It is ure on the number they can transTeacher Helen McLendon and The activities of the Judicial nomic Journal," which conies to us a new personality. Catholicism, only fair that we give
port.
her troop of "hep hep" hepcat Board, though of necessity pri- from London. "The "Cooperative is more than a creed, it is a cul- credit that is due to him all the The decorationscommittee make
him
for his
hoofers will take on all comers. vate, are vital to the proper ad- Builder," a weekly paper is also ture."
un-erring interest and assistance in a plea to everyone who might have
Accompanied by such famous or- ministration of the
It
is
putting
A.S.S.C.
available now.
The Rev. Francis Pope, O. P.,
over one of the finer anything with which to decorate
chestras as Glenn— Miller, Artie
—
this group which interprets and
advisor of the Newman Club, Uni- mixers we have had as yet. the hall with such as black and
Kay Kayser and sech
— by enforces the Constitution, and
versity of Washington, spoke on His remarkable diplomatic han- orange crepe paper, artificial jackjans of the Nickelodeon- -(I'll
starts impeachment proceedings
the dignity of Man and the Scho- dling of unpleasant situations has o-lanterns, skeletons and etc. Plesae
t you thought there was a catch whenever necessary. Decisions aflastic Press.
paused him to be admired in more turn it over to Ruth Daubenspeck
it!) you have nothing to lose fecting individuals are for the
or John Strickland or one of their'
"Man has a great dignity beand everything to gain. Every major part kept private unless
(Continued on Page 4)
committee.
soul,
intellect,
cause
he
has
a
will
Monday and Wednesday from 2 to they are of vital concern to the
God,"
and
resembles
were Father
the K. of C. Hall.
general student body.
Pope's words. "He is destined for
The chairman and senior reprea supernatural end." "The Catholic
If, as yet, you haven't been ap- sentative of the Judicial Board is
Press has tried to uphold man's
proached by some conniving ducat Maurice O'Brien and the Junior
dignity in the presentation of daily
and you wish to buy a representative, Al Plachta.
news."
ket to this hey-hey hayday dance,
ay we warn you in good faith to
Last Thursday evening, October Ad Smith, President of the Stu12, the second annual meeting of dent Body, and one of the delegates,
careful how you approach the
Gives Forth; Tells Frosh
the Seattle College Sodality was spoke on "Year Books and their J. Mortimer
held. A departure was made this Problems."
If you should unwittingly utter
Of School Tradition; Frosh- Soph
meeting from the old site, Provinyone around here selling ticIn his speech Ad declared that
new,
to
Auditorium,
you
ts to the Barn Dance?"
will
idence
the
Barn Dance
the first and biggest problem was
thoroughly mobbed
literally
Knights of Columbus Hall.
that of finances. "Style and phoI was sitting on my Ottoman in the Spectator office smoking my
jbbed. So be careful. The comIn a talk given by Robert Ma- tography both depend on money,"
9 o'clock watcrpipe when the cutest little freshman you ever
unanimously
regular
ttee
feels that a
senga the universality of the Ros- he said.
c reveller is much more impor- On Wednesday evening the Gavel ary was stressed. Three students
:
siiw
poked
her head over he forbidding partition and asked me what
"After that comes the problem
nt than a slightly used has-been. Club held its weekly meetingappointed a week to re- of organizing a staff, which will 'a Barn Dance was. After choking up with emotion and bad tobacco,
are
to
be
It's only a week away now as Mr- Murphy, S.J-, moderator of cite the Rosary daily. Quoting the have an efficient editor and asso- 1 took the tubes of the waterpipe out of my mouth, murmured 'courage,
The club, in a few preliminary re- awakening
you didn't know!
incident for good exexplanation that was, for me, the essence
marks announced that the Na- ample, Iris Logan gave a talk on ciate who can write and get the iok! man' and launched into an
photographs."
proper
i
clarity.
of
Delving deep into the mathe- tional Collegiate Debate topic the merits of Holy Communionand
The program arranged for the
"It was on a night like this," Istarted, "I remember it well
."
and pecuniary angle of a would center around the adoption made plans for students to attend students
was —as follows: —
by
program
of
a
strict
isolationist
first Seattle College
one
the
credit
of
the
No,
"Well,
that
wasn't
the
igher education," Mary Agnes
day
every
Communion
of the week. 8:30 a. m. Holy Mass Our
illivan, local freshman, announces the United States in regards to Various students will head groups Lady
Barn Dance falls mainly on the shoulders of four freshmen of two years
of Lourdes,
Cathedral.
European
Murphy
the
conflict
Mr.
—
me deductions that she "doodled"
ago.
When Frosh Prexy Don Boettner told Ray Richards, Tierney
to receive the Holy
who
volunteered
9:30 a. m. General session.
th in her spare time. To make also announced that the Gavel Club Eucharist.
Wilson, Bill Bates, and Emmett Lenihan to think up a new slant for
11:30
a.
m.—
Round
Table
Disparticipate
in four inter-colshort story shorter it seems that will
activities, these four fellows got together, and one of them hit
Moderator Father Peronteau, S. cussions.
— Luncheon— Mary- Frosh
every time an S. C. student (who legiate debates: the first will be
upon the idea of a Barn Dance. No one can remember which one of
climaxed
the
with
a
J.,
evening
p.
12:15
m.
Washington
held
in
Eastern
and
presumably is taking the usual
ithe four actually got the thought, but whoever it was, the plan was
speech on Cooperatives. Consum- cliff Campus.
hours) skips class, he is Idaho around Christmas; the sec1:30 p. m. General Assembly. ;good. The first barn dance took place at Dick Parker's Everett Hi-Way
eighteen ond will be at Linfield College in ers pay more for an article than
sting approximately
— three classes February; the third will be at the it's worth. To counteract this evil, 2:45 p. m.— Round Table Discus- ]Pavilion.
cents. Let's see
— College of Puget Sound in Ta-< groups of people band together and sion.
—
fifty-four cents seven classes
"Wurra, warru. that was a night! When we went out to the hall
3:45 p. m. General Assembly.
twenty-six. This could go coma in March; the last jaunt will purchase products in large quantinight of the dance, we didn't have any money to pay the band,
the
on
—
4:45
They
store,
p.
found their own
m.- Benediction of the
indefinitely but it's food for be to California in the latter part tiesa/id
our
friends were all preparing to visit us at the gaol. Well, by
all buying from it and helping to Blessqd Sacrament.
thought. The food
and thought of April.
10
o'clock
that night, not 10 couples had arrived and the co-chairmen
—
profit
run
it.
Dealers
is
eliminated
McKinnon,
together
with
Anne
being a unanimous "I can't afford
looking
were
for holes to crawl into. Then the caravan pulled up,
savings
by
are realized
the
Tony Buhr is co-chairman of the and
it, ba-gosh!"
Attention! Juniors and within half an hour, all expenses were paid, and the following MonGavel Club's Skating party, which group purchasers.
in cooperatives
The Junior Class will day there was amassed the grand total of $56 dollars.
Last night Betty Bergevin paid is to be held in the near future, Those interested
every Monday and hold an important meeting
should
come
announced
that
the
site
for
this
"Gee," cooed my little Frosh, "that must have been awfly "zeiting.'
lost
this sumoff a bet which she
yet, Weednesday before the sodality Monday at noon in Room
Recharging my pipe with some fresh water, Iwent on. "That it
mer. The wager concerned the affair had not been selectedbeing
meeting at 2 o'clock where Fr.
Krieger-Hostak battle. The "otherI|but that arrangements were
VII, that it was! Last year,Richards was again chairman for nix class,
6.
It
is
all
necessary
that
makand students are
of the gambling duo was speedily drawn up. Miss McKin- I'eronteau
members of the class at- .i.kI Gen Mitchell look the Freshman chairmanship. The Northview
non announced that the entire com- ing a study of cooperatives.
ny "take a chance" Daigle.
suggested
Prefect
Louis
Sauvain
tend this meeting where a Pavilion was obtained and Lloyd Padgett's Fiat-Foot Floogie.s furButler,
mittee
would
include:
Ruth
Everything is square now beat
meetEberharter,
Strickland,
Night"
sodality
program of activities will nished the obligattos and crescendos it was wonderful. And out of
Don
a "Bank
ase Betty fulfilled her bet by Joe
DeFelice,
ings.
Abner
Stanley
Conroy,
definitely outlined as a it all, Ticket Chairmen Rill Bates and Jack Terhar came up with a
be
taking Tony through Chinatown
and
Discussions
of
the
reMary
Doherty,
McMurray,
Joe
annual
cool profit of $101. That dance was the most successful ever staged
last night. Pardon, we mean TO
preparation for the climac- by
treat were made and the intenAl
PlachtaSeattle College. And that is the story (in part) of the Frosh-Soph
the
likely
More
than
Prom,
Chinatown.
annual
meeting also witnessed the tion of a breakfast on the last tic Junior
Harn Dance."
word "through" could be used to The
given
by
dance
the
Juniors
election of a vice-president to suc- retereat day was announced. Studescribe Betty's purse!
"Thanks a lot, mister," nion petite Frosh gurgled.
ceed Al Plachta who becomes pres- dents engaged in dancing, follow- for the graduating Seniors
"Don't mention it, my dear young lady," Ireplied, feeling like a
spring
at
the
end
quarof
upon the resignation of Paul ing the meeting and all adjourned
Another rip roarin' melodramer ident
edition of Methuselah, "er ah have you a date to this year's
L939
Narigi.
Mary
Doherty
shortly
was
elected
after.
ter.
will be the cause of trembles and
dance?"
«
over
next
position,
winning
meeting
her
The
will be held
Joe McMurray
shivers this Monday at the second to this
When she said no, Itossed away my waterpipe, pulled my beard
two opponents, Anne McKinnon next Wednesday, October 25 at
President
out of the ink well, and ran off in all directions.
(Continued on Page 4.)
and Tony Buhr.
Ithe K. of C. Hall.
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By

PETT

By IDA GANZINI

Well, we don't

know whethWhat should happen at the
er to start by saying hello or recent Catholic commentary
Mystery shrouds these premises. One dark night a
goodbye, as we don't know at Marycliff but Ad Smith
few
weeks ago a truck quietly stopped on the Marion St.
surprised
by
bevy
article
will
should
be
a
whether this
end
at the beginning or start at of young things, who insisted hill, unloaded 24 absolutely new stepping stones and then
the finish. We received quite on his signing their little quietly went its way. To this day those absolutely new stepa jolt last week upon seeing books. Ad usually declines ping stones have not been moved from where they were left
but when they said
our column upsidedown. In anyway
"Please,
Smith," well you that night. Dame Rumor has it that these 24 absolutely
Mr.
wept
bitterly and
fact we
stepping stones will spell out S. C. on the lawn of yonthought badly of
whoever see how it was. Not to sign new
sacrilegious.
gardens. (All gymnastic students will walk them
would
have
been
der
sunken
" " "
was to blame. We even went
for exercise).
so far as to say strongly,
A lot of things happen
"Persimmons to you
you
But most students hope that the 24 absolutely new stepwhen one starts talking about ping
cur, sir."
stones will be used to bolster the rather spindly walk
Robert Donat, but this is posiBut, to go on
tively the worst. Person No. outside the main entrance. For years students have been
#
1 was reading about how in |spraining legs in vain efforts to pace those ill-placed stones.
A definite sign of winter Italy, he was a Donatello, in
But the mystery lingers on. Enlighten us, puulease,
lias descended upon us. Bob Vienna a Von Donat and in
Father Nichols.
"
Hiltenbrand has closeted his France, merely Donat. Perbright green tweed for a dark son No. 2 stuttered "Oh a
People do strange things. Some of the strangest, persuit. Well, at least, Bob won't French Donat." Our intuition
go.
we'd
better
says
worry
have
to
about
moths
■IPMHII1O FOII NATIONAL
haps, are those done by the vagabond members of the S. C.
destroying his tweed— they'll
NationalAdvertisingService,Inc.
Hiking Club. Every other Sunday at an ungodly hour, they
think it's alive. Or we might
CtlUf PuUUtunRttrmntaUv
meet at some inconvenient point, thence embarking on one
NIK- YORK. N. V.
4SOMADISON Av«.
have an epidemic of blind
Botton IH
am ramiciKO
ckic»«o
of their strange excursions. Weather conditions are secmoths.
* *
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ondary; similarly, the physical condition of the individual.
No. 4
When people hear that Ed
By boat, bus, train, automobile, truck, or thumb the "hikers"
Fujiwara (okay Fugi) goes
By MAURICE O'BRIEN
journey to the source of any difficult looking mountain trail.
deer hunting, some ask "what
With packs on their backs and "lead in their feet" they start
kind of dear does he hunt"
Now's The Time
Congress Witnesses
treking.
and they don't mean deer.
As the group moves on, the weaker members stagger
Heated
Debate
We had just written our editorial for the previous Others ask what does he hunt
by the wayside. After hour upon hour of gruelling
and
fall
Well, somebody found
with?
issue of The Spectator when Our Friend wandered an answer to that one and On Neutrality Issue
journey, a select few reach the destination (a deserted fire
into the sanctum of literary endeavor at Seattle Col- said, "He hunts with a night
What is going on in the Unit- pit) Immediately a fire is built, an old tin can is filled with
club."
ed States Senate concerning the stagnant water and stale coffee (or tobacco), and the select
lege. We were worried about the tone of the editor#
#
neutrality
bill? The citizenry few lie about awaiting their demi-tasse. The strongest of
ials. "Tell us," we said, "what do you think of the ThiiTisn't a re-issue of the for the most
part is more interobjection that has been raised concerning our editor- story Goldylocks, but Eliza- ested in the final outcome of the bunch stands with his forefinger dangling from a
neutrality bill than it is in clenched fist, stirring each cup of coffee as it is poured,
ials? Many feel that they are too old in subject for beth Sandmeyer did meet a the
the debating preceding the final creamed, and sugared. Refreshments gone, the weary peribear this summer. It hap- outcome.
True, there are some patetics make their way down the trail as only weary periCollege students."
pened while she was on a hike few who are interested
in formmountains,
and ing the policy as well as
"I hope none of the students made that com- east of the
being patetics can. As they prepare to leave for home, they exhap- interested in what ways the pol- change mournings:
black
cubbins
one
little
plaint," smiled O.F., "as it would be a give-away to pened to be on that very, very icy when formed will affect
"Say, wasn't that terrible?"
their mentalities. While your editorials aren't the same trail. Elizabeth armed them. And for those few peo"Yeah,Iwish I'd stayed at home."
ple, I would like to bring these
best in the world, they do treat of subjects all Cath- to the teeth with courage out- considerations
to their attenstared the bearlet two to one. tion.
olics should know. The whole crux of that objection So
he shut his eyes and ran |
us look into the history of
is an inferiority complex that has attacked many away, and this is no beery theLetmen
who are proponents for
tale, ( but incidentally that change and also for those who decollege students.
Margaret Scheubert
was corn on the cub).
sire the retention of the bill as it
"There has been so much written and said about,
now stands. Ibelieve it safe to say

—

.

—

" "

—

—

" "
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"
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—

.
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Reviews & Previews
By

that all the senators favoring the
If you are interested in good characterization and one of those
the deterioration of 'the modern generation' that
repeal of the arms embargo are
plots that interweave the lives of different people, get Hamilton
representing,
big
money
interests
some of that generation are beginning to believe it.
und not necessarily men who have Basso's Days Before Lent. All the action in the book takes place in
I have a different opinion of the average college man
looked to the country in other re- six short but very hectic days. The scene is New Orleans during
spects. On the other hand not even Mardi Gras and in that time five men and one girl face decisions
or woman. It is my view that this generation has
his most severe critics can say that that change their lives.
By TOM DONOHOE
more chance for constructive progress than any other.
Senator Borah has in all the time
Dr. Jason Kent, a young bacteriologist, must choose betweeen
he has served in the Senate once his life work and Susanna, the girl he loves. His boyhood friend,
You have the benefit of fine schools. Literacy is
acted except for the welfare of Fr. Victor Carducci, faces his problems as a man of God. To me
Are Biologists Normal Human
the country at large and not just Father Carducci and Jason Kent are the most interesting people in
almost universal in this country, science and tech- Beings?
the small but powerful moneyed
the novel. But you will undoubtedly like the old vagrant and exnological development has blazed frontiers, and mod- Last week I went down to the group.
pvizefighter,
Joe Piavi, and Dr. Gomez, the exiled revolutionist.
biology room to see my friend
old
Lindbergh,
speech
in his recent
ern youth are being trained, especially in your school, Dr. Werby. Iwas looking forward
The critics are very kind to Days Before Lent, and, if that doesn't
put into
over
the
air
waves
" to the same routinestuff that goes words what has long been
to be conscientious and far-sighted leaders."
in disillusion you too much, then read the book. But seriously, it is a
to make up an interview. Boy, was the minds of a great many of pretty fair novel and quite moving.
We reminded Our Friend that he had strayed off I surprised when the lady us when he said that our policy
I was down in the stacks the other day just browsing here and
really cut loose with this line of should be strict neutrality in the there
and who should Imeet but Mr. Starbuck. Said he, "I have
the subject. "I am coming to the editorials. I am chatter.
Let's listen to what the present crisis in Europe. There something
that should interest every student in the school." That
trying to_be logical. Please allow me to continue." head of the biology department can be no doubt that Lindbergh something here
was a little book called How To Study by Arthur W. Korn,
has to say:
is well informed on the subject
is full of very valuable suggestions and if they are put
Properly chastened, we subsided. "The youth of today "A biologist is popularly sup- he
spoke on, especially since he hauser. It
down
to
the
minimum. You will learn more, and your memory will
of
musty
fields,
queer
In
to
be
a
sort
c
posed
background
responsibility
all
has su h a broad
facing them.
have a huge
retain
it
much
better if you're on to all the angles especially such
no
timid,
retiring,
having
fellow,
due to his recent travels in Euthrough all phases of industry, today's collegian is normal
instincts, but satisfying his rope and in the connections he angles as are given to the chapter "Cramming and Examinations."
There are two copies for use in the library— the rest is up to you.
repressions by peering gloatingly has made there.
tomorrow's leader. The College student ought to be over
at
of
spectacles
his
the antics
Another speaker showing the falinterested in right thinking for its own sake, and only an insect impaled on a pi".
lacy of our changing the neutrality
Quite the contrary the average bill was that capable legislator
Catholic thought is totally right. You, in your ed- biologist
is too active to be musty, from Wisconsin, Sen. Robert Laitorials, are presenting Catholic thought."
too interested in his environment Follette. Senator LaFollette told

BOTH
BARRELS

—

—

Episode In French

to be timid, and is not retiring, only in no uncertain terms the situation
humble in the presence of the mar- we found ourselves in before, durBy Ruth Butler
vels of nature. Far from being ing and after the last war and he
cruel to lower organisms, the bi- went further and quoted from
"Let's Shed A Tear"
hopeful
gleam
With
in our inexperienced eye, we apa
ologist learns to regard them as numerous authorities why we were
native
Frenchman.
His retort to our introproached
the
We'd like to quote the well-known words of a well- fellow denizens of the world, to un- left in such severe straits. That
appreciate their prob- our only method of preventing the ductory remarks was nothing short of amazing. His arms
derstand
and
known professor. The words are, "Let us shed a silent lems, to know why they do what same sitution from arising again is began swing,
to
and in a pronounced anapestic meter he
they do. Eventually he learns tol- to retain our neutrality law as
tear"— yes, let's shed a silent tear for a good friend. erance,
furiously,
"Just because lam French Iam not so
respect for the rights of is is now framed, is obvious after cried
We feel that a good friend of us all is soon to sink other creatures. As an example, I we eliminate the reasons of those dumb."
know of one group of scientists
(Continued on Page 4.)
At long last we succeeded in calming the enraged
beneath the weight of iniquitous diplomacy.
who are studying the animal and
Frenchman by explaining that we were merely learning his
Oh, others have faced the same delimma and sunk plant life on the floor of Puget
Soiiinl. They scrape these forms I
native tongue and had no intentions whatever of calling him
beneath it, but to our mind especial grief should be up with a dredge, count them, and
names. If this did not satisfy the citizen of la belle France,
return them to the depths unforthcoming on our part upon the news of thedestruc- harmed.
it served to calm his tumultuous outburst.
At present I am watch- Chemistry is my study.
1
shall
not
want
of
year
another
it.
ing a spider with five or six of her
tion of this, one of our few national friends.
Crossing our fingers, we swallowed hard and tried again.
egg cases attached to a radiator. It maketh me to burn midnight
The
second
attempt was met with better success. The FrenchWe would remind the reader here that the World My hou.sewifely instincts bid me deelectricity.
shrugged
helplessly, "llmm, getting good," thought we.
It
man
thoughts;
angry
letteth
me
think
incipient
family,
stroy the whole
War proved nothing to the U. S. except that nations but
I must admit that my bio- It ruineth my brain.
Encouraged, this embryonic linguist plunged boldly
hate to pay just debts. Only one country has paid us logical curiosity and sympathy It driveth me into paths of dis- forth with a whole compound sentence^ in what we fondly
grace, remembering its name.
so far stayed my hand. Inits legal war-debt. This nation has now been threat- have
believed to be French. Peal after peal of laughter bounded
satiable curiosity concerning the
ened by the most corrupt, double-dealing, two-faced habits of Mother Nature's crea- Yea, tho Istudy thru the night, our way from the victim. He laughted loudly and long, and
— tures is a splendid substitute for Ishall flunk thru the day.
his laughter was like unto the water coming down at Ladore.
gang of criminals ever known to man. In short
morbid curiosity concerning our I shall not sleep while Iam taksat down to laugh. He stood up, but laughing made him
He
ing it.
business-tolerance of the
our good little friend, Finland, is being overpowered neighbors' others,
rights of
the will to 'live Its symbols and formulas, they weak. Finally, in desperation, he fainted dead away.
by Red Russia.
and let live' is a rare quality in
confuse me.
Much dampened in spirits with this reception, we
these troubled times. If I may be It shameth me in the presence of
Finland,
dragged
us
a
silent
tear"
for
Finland:
out a new frayed sense of humor, dusted it off, and
"Let
shed
my teacher;
allowed to paraphrase: 'What this
generous
thought
stubbornly, "Father Logan says that speaking
old
world
needs
is
a
more
my
paper
She fovereth
with Red
who pays her debts, and who has been near the fore sprinkling
of benevolent biologInk.
requires
French
20 percent grammar and 80 percent nerve."
in the cause of civilization; Finland, who has dared ists'."
night.
so
And
far
into
the
My tears smeareth over it.
to have boundaries near the brutish Bolshevik Bear
Ere
an
hour
of
this had come to pass, both buttonholer
Surely if this study be thrust on
— and who must pay the sordid penalty. Of all the
The Depression Is Over
days of my life,
me
all
the
parted
physically weary and mentally
and
buttonholee
Sitting in the balcony of St.
I shall dwell in the schoolhouse ruined.
sighed,
our
Finsympathy,
Anne's Church last week Iwas
We
"French is a crazy language." The vicnations in the world who deserve
forever.
deeply,
tim
mourned
"The Americans they are a crazy people.
ANONYMOUS.
(Continued on Page 4.)
land tops the list.
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Chieftain Chatter
By Jack Terhar

Badminton
He Picks 'em

9

Basketball
" Wigwam
Wanderings

*
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SPORTS
JACK TERHAR

TID-BITS
By Beasley

Prep-O'Dea

Ramblings

Rifle Club

Editor

'n'

Take Game
HoudiniWaves Magic Wand, Panthers
From Favored Team the
Announces Pigskin Winners

Dopesters

Basketball, a sport which has always been tops at Seattle

Chatter
battle of the Marne will be

ght again when Senor Manuel's
basketeers, representing Mrs.
Smyth's hostelry, squares away for
action in the Intra-mural league.
Walla Walla is known for its high
grade basketball and here's luck
to the team built around St. Patrick's High of Walla Walla.
The Otis Elevators hope to climb
high. Unlike the Marne quintet,
the Otis has a cosmopolitan crew

College is about to take its place in the spotlight. In other
Prep Routs ODea
words, the intramural basketball league is about to start.
"Friday, the thirteenth"! That's
Although Father Logan has not set a definite date as yet,
the
answer O'Dea boys were giving
Picked
Fighting
Irish
pass
before
you can rest assured that not many weeks will
after being severely trounced by
Over Annapolis Middies
the league will be under way.
an underdog Seattle Prep eleven,
13-0.
Up to this writing, two team entries have already been
Seattle, Washington.
By Bud Staake
From the sound of the opening
Anyone
may
14,
being
expected.
in,
October
1939.
many
with
more
turned
whistle to the final gun it was the
Football swings into high gear The Spectator,
start a team, all that is necessary is that you sign up at least this Saturday as mid-season ap- Seattle College,
l'anther's ball game all the way. culled from Tacoma, Yakima and
With "Butch" Thompson, McDon- Monroe.
players, and turn the names in as a team to the Spec- proaches. Disaster has met the Seattle, Washington.
ough, and Johnson rubbing off
cream of the pre-season favorites Mr. Terhar:
As basketballs again begin to
tor office, or to Father Logan.
yardage every play, the Irish were fly, faithful John McGarry will
such as Pordham, Northwestern,
In
the
October
13
issue
of
the
forced to bark into their own ter- again cast a vigilant eye on towels,
If there are any fellows who wish to play basketball and Duke, Washington, and many Spectator, your
column contained ritory time and time again. In the tape and time-piece.
e not signed up with some team, they may leave their others who were toppled from the the most flagrant example of gross first
quarter, after an exchange of
ranks of the undefeated in the first
Students in general are a bit cool
Lines at the Spectator office. Out of this group will be games of the season. More than stupidity and ignorance that has punts, Prep marched determinedly
towards
the Intra-mural activities
been our sad lot to witness. down the field to the five-yard line
rmed a team, usually called the "pick ups." With this ar- ever before the long shots and ever only
but
swarm
in numbers when there
Not
does it reflect upon your
ngement, there is no excuse at all for every boy interested dark horses have exploded all over own ignorance, but it casts a very of O'Dea. Here the Irish held for is question of an Extra-mural extwo downs, but Thompson found a
expethe place to put the skids under
basketball not playing.
light upon the upper- hole over left tackle on the next pedition- Perhaps after their
someone's hope of an undefeated unfavorable
some
few
Sunday
rience
of
last
class men whom you purportedly play and the score read, Panthers
Managers or team captains are urged to get their teams season. You know who I mean if represent.
— 6, O'Dea 0. Johnson failed to will sign up for muscle building
When
the
whole
purpose
led up as soon as possible, so that a schedule can be drawn you read the papers.
of the paper is supposed to better convert. The remainder of the half sports. Wonder what some of the
gaping
the
of
footexhausted collegians thought when
To
fill
ranks
but
the
sooner
the
comyet,
relations within the school and you,
up. No deadline has been set as
led by Dahlem and they saw a ten year youngster
ball predictors, (319 shot them- with a colossal display of egotism, found O'Dea
unsuccessfully
in,
started.
to
trying
quicker
play
get
the
can
list is
gayly tripping down the winding
selves after last Saturday's games, come out with a vitriolic attack Johnson
penetrate
Panther's forward path of Granite mountain after
If anyone wishes to get his "eye back", the Casey Gym Ihave placed my dainty hoof into upon an innocent representative of wall. Eventhe
the arrival of Buchley,
the freshman class, it does seem famed left-handed flipper, failed making the 4,000 foot climb? Peropen every afternoon. Any one of the college students is the middle of it all. Henceforth
haps something like a little child
to
I shall be referred
as the that the whole purpose of the pato bolster the Irish hopes, for the leading them.
Irome to go over and practice.
"Scourge of the Bookies" as I
put

We Don't Agree:

IvKstene

—

'

per has been defeated.
young "Sammy Baugh" was mobReclining wearily on his elbow
the finger
on each week-end's win—
Your assertions that interschol- bed by a host of Seattle Prep line- and gazing with glassy eyes on an
WIGWAM WANDERINGS
ners Ihope.
time
astic sports were abolished for the men each
he took the ball. aeroplane cutting the ozone below
predicting winners Ibase my good
of this institution are entirely In the third quarter, Buchley him, one of the boys was heard to
Maybe Washington had better cancel the rest of the In
ability
by
previous
proven
choice on
confirmation of delivereda long pass to Walt Din- gasp, "If that's an aeroplane
games on its schedule and start practicing for next season showing, calibre of opposition, and unfounded, and formay
this statement you
consult\the widdie, who made an outstanding
Along with other football surprises, comes O'Dea's defeat comparative scores of both teams. reverend moderator of Athletics. catch while lying on his back. Here DOWN THERE, what am Idoing
HERE?"
at the hands of Prep, Prep was the better team, however, N.B. If at anytime Iam accused In the first place basketball is yet the fighting line of the Panthers UPBut
he had due warning. In the
of being a screwball, remember to be confounded and will probably showed their superiority.With four
Santa Clara just can't seem to get this only a screwball would take occupy place
last Friday night
some days before the hike
meeting
a
yards
and
a
of prominence in downs to make six
Daigle prophetically derolling this year
Maybe the Hiking Club should change this job.
student affairs, and you, in put- touchdown, O'Dea failed to deliver, President
clared that "the next hike was all
Prep
on
ting
being
by
its name to the Seattle College Mountain Climbing Club
forth
such
a
statement
are
ball
taken
flip
penny.)
my
the
(I also
trusty
the air."
assuming a position of responisibil- its own twenty.
Don't mention trucks to any one of some 55 students, as O.S.C. over Washington.
THFINDER:
ity, which as far as we know, has
the
fray,
Lon
Stiner's
Beavers
are
Later
the
with
O'Dea
on in
arry McDonell is running Andy
That notice white hope of the Northwest in the never been presented you.
we won't be accountable for what happens
in possession of the ball on its
a~ close second as Official
uty
appeared
office
of
the
dean
which
in
last
week's
Certainly,
expect
from the
the least we
in own fifteen-yard line, McCaffray
Coast Conference and so far the
Pathfinder. Scorning the multiunmitigated
retribution
for
this
couldn't
with
Husky
punt,
fill
has
shown
that
he
o
d
Dinwiddie's
just
space,
incidentally,
issue was not used
to
it meant
bl c k e
—
curved path which wound its sinDon't ask Larry McDonell for a shortcut lick his paws. Score O.S.C. 14; sarcasm is a full retraction of your Thompson recovering on the Irish uous way to the highway below,
what it said
bucks,
your
statements in
column of afore ten. After a series of line
7.
Larry darted down the mountainBiggest thrill the hikers had was stand- Wash.—
to any place
mentioned issue of the Spectator. McDonough tossed a shovel pass to
California over W.S.C
ing ona mountain side, looking down onan airplane (natural- Cougar supporters may howl but Your action has been despicable Osborn for a touchdown. Johnson side to miss the truck by three
miles, arriving at the rendezvous
ly it was flying)
Is the Ski Club ever going to hold that California should take this toughy and we only hope you can regain converted, making the score 13-0. with but minutes to spare.
by a touchdown. But don't be sur- a bit of your apparently little cared
meeting, Mr. Kearny?
See you at the barn dance
The program of the Hiyu Coles,
prised if fighting State comes home for prestige by publicly retracting
aiming to develop elastic muscles,
your
abominable
insults.
pelt.
with a Golden Bear
Score:
COMMENT
is most elastic. The destination
(SIGNED),
Cal— 13; W.S.C— 6.
of the Sunday hike was changed en
Navy.
Notre
Dame
over
THE
FRESHMAN
CLASS.
Are the so-called football experts slipping or is this The Fighting Irish with a horde
route.
After consultation with
forest rangers, Lake Malakwi:
really a year of startling upsets? Every Sunday morning, of experienced and talented mawas
—
ruled out on two points too tough
the sports pages are filled with scores of games that are terial will scuttle the Middies in a
a climb for the allotted time, and
called upsets. Just what makes them upsets, no one has been Saturday —headliner to remain untoo much danger from careless
(my
favoritism will
—
able to figure out. It doesn't seem exactly fair to call a defeated
hunters. Those who made the
sneak out!)
Score:
Notre
Dame
comparatively easy climb of GranClub,
Rifle
College
an.upset just because several men picked the other 14; Navy— 0.
Seattle
The
ite Mountain will be interested in
October 17, 1939, started last year, will be under the knowing
to win. However, after this year's poor showing of Oregon over Gonzaga.
that thelake hike is schedteam can knock this one
Thebaud,
Either
Col.
D.
E.
U.
Seattle,
Washington.
direction
of
*t opinions, you can be assured that your guess is as
spring.
off. Both the Webfoot and the Dear Frosh:
S. A., according to announcement uled for the
NEW
HIKERS
as the next fellow's.
Bulldog are starting to roll. So
Director
of
AthMay I
compliment
Logan,
first
the class of Father
Enterprising freshmen, notably
however,
words;
on
its
choice
of
letics.
The men who seem to be off the track this year are the
(Continued on Page 4.)
Deignan, Tom Brennan and
my answer shall be in simple EngColonel Thebaud, one of the of- John
pre-season dopesters, men who edit football magazines, or
lish, the old saying, simple English ficers in charge of the University Dick Bammert gave proof of rewrite articles for national magazines, telling who, why, and
R. O. T. C, is well known for his markablepromise as Hiyu Coles by
for simple people, still holds.
venturing yet higher on the mounwhat team will be strongest in each section of the country.
In the first place fellow students, success with the U. of W. Women's
tain than the hoi polloi. They did
for
Rifle
Club.
Under
his
direction
itself,
your
letter defeats
in the
One pre-season writer even went so far as to predict which
bounding away a number of
second paragraph. Ihave talked three years, it has placed third, send
two teams would play the Rose Bowl game, and named the
with Father Logan, in fact the second and first, respectively, in deer which the slow but steady approach of our motley army had
winning team. Already one of his selected teams has been
conversation took place long be- national standing.
driven to the very tip of the mounto
object
is
Col.
Thebaud's
fore many of you had entered this It
tied, and that does not eliminate its prospects for the Bowl,
institution.Father definitely stated have a club at Seattle College with tain fastnesses.
but it lessens its prestige.
that basketball would be abolished, a membership of one hundred, fifty The old gang was conspicuous
Badminton
is
indeed
Seattle
Coland that the new intramural pro- men and fifty women students. At by its absence. Moccasined Andy
Let's look over some of the teams and see how they lege's
fastest growing sport. An gram was for the best interest of regular meetings, subjects of in- Prouty, Pathfinder Larry McDonwere rated before the season and what has happened to interview with Coach Dean Moran the College students. Rather than terest to riflemen will be dis- nell, Deerslayer George Powers,
after only a few weeks of play.
reveals that the College team will go through the whole explanation cussed and explained by experts. Agnes Valiquette, Bill Pettinger,
Martin, Jack Terhar, Mary
Southern California, picked as the "Host of the Coast" at very likely be entered in the classy again, Iask you to read the first Range days will be set according Bill
City League, in which can be found two issues of The Spectator. How- to the convenience of the majority Snyder and Mary Allen were the
>se Bowl time has been tied by Oregon, the surprise team plenty of badminton. competition.
ever, in short, the reasons are: of the club members at the first sole lettermen of the 55 hikers. We
the coast.
know that our president, Tony
In fact, the prominent W.A.C. class 1. lack of interest by the student meeting.
In the South, Tennessee was chosen as the team to beat, C team has invited our squad for body in Basketball; 2. monetary. In the indoor range, .22 caliber Daigle, was unavoidably absentbea practice match as soon as Coach Possibly these reasons seem vague, rifles will be used. With the com- cause of his duties, as was Biff
d so far they have come through in great style.
Moran feels the team is ready.
if you were here last year,you ing of spring, it is intended that Pallon, treasurer. Greg MacOklahoma was said to have a fair team. Northwestern The men's team includes Coach but
would understand the view taken the club will take to the outdoor Gregor, a delegate to the convention in Spokane, missed his first
range and use .30 caliber rifles.
d Minnesota were going to fight it out for the Big Ten Moran, Tom Roe, Bill Pettinger, on this.
tampionship. What happened? Oklahoma defeated North- Jack Terhar and Gregor MacGreg- If you are still skeptical, may I The ten shooters with the high- hike since the club began, 15 hikes
or, all of last year's squad, and Ted quote Father Logan on the sub- est average of each week will be ago.
;stern 23-0, and Minnesota was beaten by Nebraska.
Mitchell, Tom Ward, Alex Kerr, ject: "Any sports played at Seattle the ones to represent the school in
THANKS
Notre Dame, supposed to have a weak line, and only a Bill Martin, Alvin Burke, Frank College during the scholastic year the matches with other colleges A vote of thanks to Senor Lopez,
ir team, is one of the few untied, unbeaten teams up to Buty, Fred Runnells and Bob Evoy '39-'40 are included in the intra- throughout the United States. our guide, and to our chauffeurs
as potentialities for this year's mural program."
There will be frequent matches Cy Hoban and Ed Logan. It was
is writing.
team.
If we do happen to play several conducted with the larger univers- our first venture in Drive-YourIn the East, all the experts could talk about was Ford- The women's team includes Lor- outside basketball games they are ities.
Own and as a result all were home
and Peggy McGowan to be considered in the same light
All those interested in such an in good time for evening study.
m. What happened to Fordham, no one knows, but two rayne Eisen
of last year, and Gwen Welt, Mary as bandminton or handballmatches organization are requested to fill
uthern tidal waves hit, and as a result, Fordham has yet Abernathy,
All roads are leading to Dick
Margaret Carroll, Peg- with teams from or nearby Seattle. out an application and place it in
Parker's
Everett Hi-Way Pavilion,
win a major game.
gy Lang, Kay Finn, Mary Williams,
the
box
located
in
the
bookstore.
Ibelieve the above statements
There will be a fee of $1 for the scene of the Frosh-Soph Barn
There are many more examples but these are out- Edith Kamalsky, Agnes Stockinal,
Dance.
(Continued on Page 4.)
year's shooting and instruction.
and Rita Chatt as potentialities.
standing,
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The Editor

Replies:--

P;

Colonel Thebaud
Named Director
Of Rifle Club

Coach Moran Says
Badminton Popular,
Teams Are Chosen

em

because of the advance publicity given these teams
that were going to romp right through their regular schedule into one of the New Years Day classics.
It all leads up to this, that you cannot judge a team
by its material alone, but you must take into consideration
the coach and also the spirit of the team.
lAin 2871
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Both Barrels

Fred Waring Writes
Song For Friday

(Continued from Page 2.)

Night Football Program

amazed at the talk Father Quain
gave. Icame to the conclusion
Just recently a famous New
that old man "no dough" was dead, York sports writer started his
and Mr. John Prosperity was not opening article on this year's footonly yoo-hooing at the local parball prospects wondering "what
ishoners, but actually coming right are the angles on the '39 season
into their homes this Thanksgiving. that set this Fall apart from any
What does all this mean? Well, gridiron era, past or future?"
Father Quain, long time friend of
Well, we can say one new angle
Seattle College and the students
certainly be the Friday Night
will
here, is passing out a book of tickFootball
Smoker which Fred Warets to each family on a 1940 Studeand
his Pennsylvanians will
ing
This,
estimation,
baker.
in my
is
broadcast
over the National Broadnothing short of being a sensation.
To think that during these Roose- casting Company network as a
velt days one can go to a bazaar week-endfeature of his daily Chesand take a chance on such a swell terfield Pleasure Time series.
To Introduce Original Football
deal, along with the enjoymentpacked thrill that noes with the anSong
nual three-day festival at our localI Fred Waring's versatility and
knack of being right in step with
You should see the women of what goes on is well-known to all
the parish get in there and "pitch." of us. For the pleasure of radio
It seems that every function, rela- fans everywhere, Fred has been
tive to the big bazaar is a huge sitting up nights after his broadsuccess. We here at Seattle Col- casts working on a new and enlege could use St. Anne's parish as tirely original Football song. It's
a model in our various activities. a stirring tune, with exciting and
More power to you, Father Quain, interesting lyrics, and everything
you have it, where the rest of us is set for its coast-to-coast introduction on Friday evening, September 30. Fred promises a rousTo the Point
ing salute to King Football every
I was disgusted with the O'Dea Friday evening and is going to
team last Friday.... Iwas willing to use to the full every member of his
bet my brother's tux shirt on the huge and famous Chesterfield agoutcome. I think, now, Prep can gregation— the Glee Club, Orchestake O'Dea any time they want in tra, Paul Douglas, P"oley (Frog
football for the next fifty years. Voice) McClintock, Donna (AdoraThe boys from Terry Avenue just ble) Dae, Stu Churchill, Gordon
haven't got "it" when it*cornea to Goodman, Patsy Garrett, Jane
their annual tussle with Prep. So- (Glamour Girl) Wilson, the Two
cially prominent Mrs. Charles
Honey, the Les Paul
Whitney entertained a couple of Bees— and a
60 Pennsylvanians in
Trio
about
Seattle College boys last week. all,
every one an A-l enterand
Mr. Aklin should get Mrs. Whitney
to play at one of the concerts here. tainer.
Has Own Theatre
She is a Chicago Conservatory of
Music Grad and can really make Fred broadcasts Chesterfield
the piano do things. Joe Testu Pleasure Time five nights a
— week
Mondays through Fridays from
was indignant about the Embargo
and Neutrality crack of last week. a theatre which was taken over
I'm sorry,Joe, it was a mistake. Iand equipped by National Broadknow now that you're like myself, casting Company especially for the
a strict isolationist on the matter Pennsylvanians. It is located in the
of Neutrality and Embargo. One heart of New York's theatre disof the most popular members of trict on West 48th Street and
the P.-I. boys from Seattle College every broadcast night sees a crowd
is the smiling and cheerful Jack of ticket holders, sometimes
Cairns. Am Iright, Mr. Cain? stretching half a block long, waitThe Mendel Club dance was well ing for the doors to openfor Chesattended by the male students. But terfield Pleasure Time. A halfthis author failed to see a goodly hour's special entertainmentby the
number of gals when he secured fun-making Pennsylvanians after
his ticket. The "Butchers" really the coast-to-coast broadcast has
put on a good show, though, and made it one of the most popular
are to be complimented. Nice go- shows in New York City. A maing, "Prexy" LeGrand. The com- jority of the audience is usually
ing Armstrong-Fontaine fight at
made up of out-of-town visitors
le Civic should be "just another"!
who get the tickets by writing to
'or the Negro boy. Thanks to big Liggett
& Myers Tobacco ComMike,
paper,
>rother
at the Hearst
11 be in Row C, Seat 1. Am disegarding the amateur crack
rother Ed made in the St. Marin's rag concerning Seattle Colege's stand in basketball. As they
ay, consider the source and forget
? Will "Roll Out the Barrel"
ext Friday. Be with me, huh?

—

Get out your overalls and
bandanas, the Frosh-Soph Barn
Dance will be here soon.

The Biggest 25c Lunch
In Town At The

Scholarship Awarded

CANDID

Hikers Scale Peak

Scholarship Winners
Introduced To School

Bill Powers won the voice scholGranite Peak was the objective
of the College hikers Sunday. (The
arship offered by Mrs. Boardmen
Because of their outstanding Ioriginal objective Lake Melakwa,
to all Freshmen.
High
The Glee Club will meet every scholastic achievements in
was passed up because of a rather
Wednesday and Friday evening at School, five students have been bad trail condition.)
(Continued)
seven-thirty, instead of following awarded scholarships to Seattle
About sixty hikers gathered at
College this quarter.
the usual afternoon program. Fathe College early Sunday morning
from Seattle Prep, garbed
drama guild meeting. It will be ther Reidy, the director, is inter- Jack Cannon
in a variety of hiking togs.
Roy, Marquette High in j
Robert
making
ested
in
the
Glee
Club
a
In-11l at the Providence Auditorium
After
some
minutes needed to pack
Yakima, Mary Erskine, St. Mary's
as usual and will begin at eight 'select group of interested and tal- Academy in Winlock, Washington, the truck with food (and hikers,)
they set out at 8:15 o'clock, and
o'clock dancing afterwards. Bob ented students.
String Ensemble is held every Jim Harvin, O'Dea High in Seattle, journeyed without event to Camp
Irvine, prez., advocates a large
and Alex Kerr also from Seattle Carnation. There a brief stop was
attendance. We're pretty sure Tuesday evening at seven-thiry. Prep
are the talented neophytes. allowed for stretch of legs and
Those who play a string instruhe'llhave it!
ment, and are interested, are welJack Cannon from Seattle Prep Mr. Lopez, the guide for the hike,
'
won his cholarship by his orator- joined the party. After a breathing
Don't forget the Sodality meet- come.
ical ability. Last year Jack won spell of ten minutes or so the hikers
ing this coming Thursday at the
the
State Oratorical Contst in set out for the Peak which was
large
assembly
K. C. Hall in the
I
which outstanding orators of high about fifteen minutes distance from
room on the third floor.
schools from all over the state Camp Carnation; arrived at the
Mister Louis Sauvain, Sodality
(Continued from Page 1)
competed. With offers of scholar- hiking place at 11:15, and after a
prefect, requests that those attending be there promptly at eight |ways than one, not only by those ships from several schools Jack brief check-up the hikers launched
out, eager for the climb.
o'clock. If you're debating whether who were actually under him on chose Seattle College.
to attend Sodality or Loyolan club Ihis committeebut outsiders as well.
The lower half of the peak was
We are sure that all the student
meeting, you can go to both You
covered with trees and underbrush,
can whip up to St. Joseph's AFTER |body knows Joe, who is by far the
but once the timber line had been
tallest member that we have. He
the Sodality meeting.
passed there was nothing but scrub
is also distinguished by being a
hemlock and berry bushes and a
(Continued
Page
3)
from
study in brown the greater part
great assortment of granite rocks,
of the time, and the space between as given to me at the beginning of from which the name of the peak
the mistake (His Mustache) and the year, and still being upheld, is derived.
his chin is usually separated by a make it possible for me to hold my
The cloudy day proved to be a
most becoming smile. For those so called "position of responsibilfine day for hiking, because if the
who have been around that thing ity."
had been bright it would have
he calls an automobile please don't The above answer is made purely sun
made
the climb very uncomfortmistake the horn for the moaning to correct the wrong impression
(Continued from Page 2)
able.
only
banshee
for
it
is
the
conof
a
profit
selling
who would
war j
by
of some of the Freshmen, the perdensed wail of a squeaky siren; sonal remarks will be overlooked After reaching the edge of the
materials to belligerents.
undergrowth, one could look above
TWO,
not because of
There is no doubt that large capacity of said car is
their uiistsl|ility, and ] on the mountain, and see the hikers
fortunes were made during the three as we have experienced.
because Ido not believe a letter
on the trail. The groups
last war from what is commonly
Mr. Le Grande also makes the written in such a manner is detri- ahead
spread out, as less experienced
called blood money and in<> statement that the next time any mental to one's character.
hikers tired and slowed their pace.
every war these is such money. person says "Let's have a dance,"
Isincerely hope that the aWrve At length all arrived at a small
murder,
country
The fact that we in this
he promises to commit
explanation rights the wrongs and sheltered plateau with three little
are prevented from making anyti mayhem, etc. And so now you also ends
the misunderstanding as ponds of clear spring water. It was
of that money in the present have our vote as Man of the Week,
conflict, in my opinion should be Joe, and the best of luck to you in it is not my desire to turn the decided that the lunch was to be
sports paper into a political open eaten here, because of the conveno reason for us to change our your medical career.
house.
nience of the location. A fire was
neutrality law and become a
MAN OF THE WEEK
Sincerely,
built for preparation of lunch beparty to the conflict by so doCOMMITTEE
JACK TERHAR,
fore the rest for the return trip.
ing. Is it right or just to the
Margaret Scheubert
Sports Editor. It took some time for the return
country in any respect, finanAd Smith
of the entire group to the trucks,
cially, morally or in terms of
Bill Kelly
for the homeward journey, but
soldiers (meaning lives), to saceveryone agreed that they had a
rifice our resources and fortunes
Change
fine time.
and men to assist a few capAccording to Father McGold(Continued from Page 3)
italists to make a few dollars?
College, the date
Are coins soaked in scarlet the rick, Dean of the
Night has the breaks will decide this one.
College
of
the
annual
epitome or ideal of our great ;
Oregon 7; Gonzaga 6.
changed
been
from
December
20 Score:Mary's
Western Christian culture?
; Breakfast Lunches Dinner I
St.
over Santa Clara.
1 to December 15. This also means
Traditionally a knock-'em-downP. J. Gallagher
a longer Christmas vacation. De- and-drag'-em-out battle,
Have you your ticket to the Icember 15 to January
the odds
2.
1118
12th
Ave.
EA. 2280
Galloping
Barn Dance?
favor the
Gaels but noThe co-c h a ir m c n of College body
predict
Lady
I
can
Luck.
Score:
Night, Ted Terry and Mary D.
pany, 630 Fifth Avenue,New York j
Mary's 7; Santa Clara 0.
Sanderson are making plans and St.
City.
Texas A. & M. over T.C.U.
forming their committees.
It's a great show to watch ;
T.C.U. isn't having a good seaPat's
makes you wish television was just
son and Texas A. & M. must have
around the corner. Meanwhile,
their eye on the national championAnd
ship the way they have been knockradio listeners can count on hearBert's
ing Fred Waring and his rollicking
ing over everything that gets in
radio gang every evening at 8 p.m.
their way. Score: Texas A. & M.
1410 East Pike
CA. 9769
over KOMO.
21; T.C.U.— 0.
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